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First Comes Knowledge

They’re gaining attention among traders, but how do you
trade them? Here’s one way to get started.

T

by Gail Mercer
hough binary options have been around since 2007, over
the course of the last few years, they have seen a huge
growth in popularity. For those who are new to them,
binary options are simply short-term option contracts
with a limited risk and limited reward amount.

Trading them

In their most basic structure, binaries can be seen as a form of
gaming. If the trader feels that the instrument will increase,
he stakes an amount at a price where he feels the market will
increase to (these price levels are usually predefined by the
brokerage). If price is higher by expiration, the trader will
profit by a predetermined percentage amount. However, the
percentage amount varies by brokerage and by volatility.
For example, if I believe the price of light crude oil will trade
above $100, I may place a $20 stake that the price of crude oil
will go up. Since the brokerage is offering an 80% payout on

the stake amount, if light crude oil does go up and stays above
$100, I will make an 80% profit on my initial stake amount
of $20, which is $16. My predefined risk was $20 (the stake
price) and my predefined profit target was $16.
The growing popularity of trading binaries has spawned
many binary option brokerages as well as models from which
to choose. There can be major differences between what these
brokers offer and how the payouts are calculated. For example,
some binary option brokerages allow you to trade anything
from 60 seconds up to whatever time period you choose (these
binaries are typically offered only in-the-money). Some charge
commissions in addition to the premium (that is, the amount
you paid for the option), while others make their money only
by keeping the premium if price does not close in your favor.
Still others keep only a percentage of the premium if the price
does not close in your favor. In addition, some brokerages
will allow you to modify your exit, while others will not, in
which case it’s basically all or nothing.

Here’s one way to do it

Let’s begin by looking at one brokerage that allows you to
modify your exit after entry, the North American Deriva-
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OPTIONS

Figure 1: BINARY OPTIONS WITH NADEX. The column on the right is based on
the belief that the underlying price will go up. The column on the left is based on a
belief that the underlying price will go down. Each column goes from zero to 100
because the profit potential is limited to $100.

the-money binary option with a premium of $31.50 (Figure 3).
This was the risk. My profit potential was $100.00 – $31.50
= $68.50. Price was increasing and the current profit was
$2.75 with the expiration only one hour and 20 minutes away.
I had a choice: I could allow the option to remain or I could
exit. I would choose to exit if something had changed and I
believed that price had met an area of resistance. If I chose
to exit, my risk-to-reward would not be 1:1. Instead, I would
have a breakeven binary option trade. The cost for each trade
is $1.80, or $0.90 per contract per side, or $9.00 maximum if
trading more than 10 contracts.
NADEX

tives Exchange (Nadex), which is an online binary options
exchange and which also offers trading accounts directly at
the exchange. Since Nadex is the brokerage I use, it’s the
one I am most familiar with. Hence, I will focus on Nadex
for this article.
Although the risk and profit potential are still limited, the
Nadex trading model is not a true all or nothing model because you can control where you exit and whether you enter
in-the-money or out-of-the-money. This approach is similar
to executing either a call or put option with a predefined risk
& reward methodology.
For example, in Figure 1, you see two columns representing
a seller’s side and a buyer’s side (for each trade, there must be
a buyer and a seller). The column on the right is based on the
belief that the underlying price will go up. Although you are
trading a binary option, the option strike price is correlated
with the underlying asset, which in this case is gold.
The column on the left is based on a belief that the underlying price will go down. Each column goes from zero to 100
because the profit potential is limited to $100.
If I believe that price will increase, I select a premium
that is lower, because subtracting the premium from $100
is my profit potential. My risk is the premium I paid for the
binary option. If I believe that price will decrease, I select a
higher number and this represents my profit potential. The

Figure 2: GOLD BINARY OPTION. Here, I placed a binary option position on gold at the $76.00 strike price because I believed that price would go down to 1287 before
1:30 pm (EDT). My risk was $100.00 minus $76.00, or $24.00. My profit potential was $76.00, which gave me a lot of room to potentially close the position before the
expiration of the option.

FIGURE 3: EURUSD BINARY OPTIONS. I believed that the EURUSD forex pair would close greater than 1.3873 by 10:00 am (EDT). Thus, I entered a long out-of-the-money
binary option with a premium of $31.50. This was the risk. My profit potential was $100.00 – $31.50 = $68.50.

risk is defined by subtracting the higher number from 100
(the premium paid for the binary option).
Since I use leading indicators and I prefer low-risk trades,
I also prefer trades that are out-of-the-money, and, to my
advantage, Nadex offers these. For example, in Figure 2 I
placed a binary option position on gold at the $76.00 strike
price because I believed that price would go down to 1287
before 1:30 pm (EDT). This was a binary option that was
considered out-of-the-money because the price was above
1287 at the time of my trade. My risk was $100.00 minus
$76.00, or $24.00. My profit potential was $76.00, which
gave me a lot of room to potentially close the position before
the expiration of the option at 1:30 pm (EDT).
Since my risk was $24.00 and my profit was now at $25.50,
I had the opportunity to exit the position with a risk-to-reward
ratio of a little greater than 1:1, or I could allow the position
to remain and increase the risk-to-reward ratio with the caveat
that if price came back to $24.00, I would exit.
I believed that the EURUSD forex pair would close greater
than 1.3873 by 10:00 am (EDT). Thus, I entered a long out-of-

Another approach

Another binary option model is shown in Figure 4, which illustrates a typical interface in trading platforms. The trader either

FIGURE 4: OTHER BINARY OPTIONS. Price will go either higher or lower than the
current price — simply click on which direction you believe price will go. These are
always typically in-the-money trades. Once you click on the direction you believe
price will go, you can select an expiration time and the dollar amount of the stake. At
that point, your percentage of profit potential will appear (it varies second by second)
as well as the potential payout.
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Option expiration typically causes
higher-than-normal volatility, and
in the last few seconds, price can
swing violently.
believes price will go higher or lower than the current price. The
trader simply clicks on which direction he or she believes price
will go. These are always typically in-the-money trades.
Once the trader clicks on the direction he believes price will go,
he can select an expiration time and dollar amount of the stake.
At that point, his percentage of profit potential will appear (which
varies second by second) as well as the potential payout.
So, for example, if I believe that price will go higher than
the current price at 1292.56, I simply click on the higher
button. Then I will be able to select the expiration (typically
this will already be completed by the brokerage’s trading
platform). I will then enter my dollar amount in the stake,
and the profit percentage and payout will be completed by
the brokerage’s software. Figure 5 shows what the completed
screen will resemble.
In this example, I am staking $10.00 that the price will
go higher than the current price of 1292.56. If price does go
higher than 1292.56 before 8:05 am EDT with the 95% payout,
I will be paid $19.50.

Some different scenarios

Say I cannot close out of the position before 8:05 am. At 8:05
am, there are three potential outcomes:
n
n

n

If price closes higher than 1292.56, I will make $19.50.
If price closes at 1292.55, I may lose the full $10 or 90%
($9.00), depending on the brokerage’s policies.
If price closes at 1292.56, I may get my $10.00 refunded
to my account, depending on the brokerage’s policies.

FIGURE 5: TRADE COMPLETED. If you believe that price will go higher than the
current price at 1292.56, simply click on the higher button. Then you will be able to
select the expiration. Enter your dollar amount in the stake, and the profit percentage
and payout will be completed by the brokerage’s software.

How did these trades occur? Did you picture the winning
trades first, the losers first, or mixed results? Now ask yourself
whether you could sit through 500 losers without changing
your stake. You would be $5,000 in the hole without one
winning trade!
Typically, what happens is the trader has 10 or 20 losing
trades and decides that it must be a scam because he has
not had a winner, and theoretically, the trader has a 50–50
win/loss ratio. The trader might then go out and review the
brokerage as being a scam and proceeds to the next option
brokerage. Psychologically, he believed that after 10 losses,
his probabilities of having a winner were greater because the
probability of losing was now less than before. This is also
known as the gambler’s fallacy (that is, in the trader’s mind,
since he had more losers than normal, the losing chances
would diminish in the future). In reality, his sampling size
was too small to make an accurate determination.
Going back to the win/loss ratio of 50–50, how large does a
trader’s sample size need to be before he can make a statistical
determination? Using the Sample Size Calculator by RaoSoft
available at http://www.raosoft.com/samplesize.html, I input
the following parameters:

One of the major issues that I have found with these types of
binary options is that option expiration, in any form, typically
n 5% margin of error
causes higher-than-normal volatility. Thus, in the last few seconds,
n 99% confidence level
the option price can swing violently even though the underlying
market does not move. Since you are stuck in the binary option
n Population size is unlimited, so we will use 20,000
until the expiration, you can be profitable for four minutes and
n Response distribution is 50%
45 seconds and then in the last few seconds, you could lose.
The recommended sample size would need to be 643 trades
Since these types of binary options are typically all or
nothing, some experts refer to this as gambling (sort of like (minimum). That’s right — 643 trades before a trader can make
blackjack, because some brokerages even allow you to double a determination of whether the 50–50 theory works. Since
up). Theoretically, using a win–loss percentage of 50–50 there are 254 trading days in a year, that is roughly 2.5 trades
with a payout percentage of 50%, after 1,000 random
trades, the wins and losses would be as seen in the
Stake
Payout percent
# Trades
Total payout
table in Figure 6.
Winners
$10
70%
500
$8,500
This looks profitable on paper, but what happens live
Losers
$10
0%
500
($5,000)
in the market is quite different. From the table, you can
Total net payout:
$3,500
see that the total winning payout is $8,500 after 500
trades! The total losing payout is $5,000 after 500 losing FIGURE 6: YOUR NET PAYOUT. Here, the total winning payout is $8,500 after 500 trades. The total
trades. The total net payout would be $3,500.
losing payout is $5,000 after 500 losing trades. The total net payout would be $3,500.
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per day for a full year. Of course, most brokerages know that
a trader will not last through 643 trades (unless all the trades
are winners) and, therefore, the brokerage reaps the benefits,
or, shall we say, profits.

to ensure that there are adequate buyers to allow you
to exit the trade with a profit.

n

Don’t get taken

Significant differences exist among the binary option brokerages that I looked at. Being aware of these differences
could determine which brokerage you choose and could also
determine the success of your trades. Here is a list of what I
found to be the major differences:
n

n

n

n

n

n

Time frames—There’s a vast difference among brokerages regarding the option expirations they offer. Some
brokerages offer binary options with a time frame as
small in duration as 60 seconds, while others offer
expirations of up to one week.

In-the-money vs. out-of-the-money option entries—
From my research, most binary option brokerages offer
in-the-money option entries only. Some, like Nadex,
also offer out-of-the-money option entries.

Commissions—Most binary option brokerages charge
no commissions. Instead of charging a commission, the
brokerage is paid a minimum of 90% of the premium from
losing trades. Nadex collects a commission of 90 cents per
side, up to 10 contracts. Nadex then caps the commission
at $9 per side, or a total of $18.00 round trip.
Location of brokerage—Most binary option brokerages are located outside the United States and either
have no regulatory agency overseeing their practices,
or the regulatory agency overseeing them is within their
home country and may abide by different regulations
than in the US. The brokerage I use, Nadex, is located
in Chicago and is regulated by the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC).

Demo applications—Some brokerages offer a demo
application without the necessity of opening an account.
Other brokerages allow you to use a demo application
only after you have funded your account.
Payouts—There are major differences among brokerages when it comes to payouts. Some advertise “up to
95% payout,” but I found that the average payout was
more like 70–73%. Nadex differs significantly here as
well. You control the payout, which can be up to $100.00.
Since the payout is up to $100.00, when a buyer enters
at, say, $20.00, there is a potential payout of $80.00.
However, it is wise to remember that for every buyer
there must be a seller. This will determine the price at
which you can sell the option and if you will be able
to exit the position at all. It is important to remember
that the actual payout will be based on the difference
between buyer’s price and seller’s price. Presuming
the purchase price was $20.00 and your plan is to
exit at $100.00 resulting in an $80.00 profit, I would
recommend selling prior to the $100.00 price in order

n

Flexible exits—When trading binary options, you will
find that quite often, you will be locked into the trade for
the duration of the option (up to its expiration). Although
there are some brokerages that offer a “doubling up” technique, where you can double your stake, very few offer
traders the flexibility of entering whenever they want to
enter. Anyone who has traded options before understands
the significance of option expiration volatility. Binary
options have option expiration volatility, meaning 15 to
30 seconds before the option expires, price will swing up
or down anywhere from 15 to 20 ticks even though the
underlying market has no movement. In other words, on
a five-minute binary option, you can be making money
for four minutes and 45 seconds, only to have the price
swing back down and knock out all profit.
Special offers—I found brokerages that were willing to
double and even triple my deposit. These brokers also
offered “no commission” trading, and even advertised
that they do not report to the Internal Revenue Service.
These promises sounded alarms for me as a business
owner. How can a brokerage offer to double your money
and offer free trading? Where are its profits coming
from? Their profits are probably generated from your
losing trades. I also suspect that in order to receive
the “matched” deposit, a predefined number of trades
may have to be completed before the matching funds
are deposited into the trader’s account, something that
may be identified in the fine print.

Risk management is an essential element of trading binary
options. With that in mind, make certain that you choose a
brokerage you believe is not offering something that sounds
“too good to be true.” In addition, be aware of the peculiarities
of trading options (as opposed to futures contracts). This is an
important part of your risk-management plan.
Gail Mercer is a trader, an indicator expert, an instructor, and
founding director of TradersHelpDesk.com. She hosts a free
live trading room where she teaches forex traders and index
traders how to approach the markets. She currently trades
futures, forex, indexes, and stocks.
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